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Dear Parents,
We've made it through the first month of school - and what a month it has
been!  The children in Key Stage 2 have started full of energy and we hope that
this can continue!
 
The kids have had a great start to the year and are still showing us that they
have a real hunger for learning this year.  September has seen the IPC Entry
Points, Friendship Week and we even had time for a Parent Workshop on
Technology and Young People!
 
Already it seems that the IPC is having the desired effect on the children.  As I
walk around the classrooms I can see children engaged  in their learning and
some children have already begun to start their independent study, with some
doing extra research and work at home linked to their learning.  This is what we
hope to see from most children - they want to learn as individuals, rather than
be fed adult-led learning.  From a tomato fight in Year 6 to Year 3 invading my
office to do their work ... September had it all!
 
September was our first taste of the new style of teaching.  If this is the first
glimpse - I can't wait to see what happens once our teachers and children
become more experienced at this!
 

MESSAGE

Head of Key Stage 2

Reading!
 
We have been working hard on
labelling up all the new books we
have purchased for the Accelerated
Reader Scheme and testing the
children to find their ZPDs.
 
This week children should be
bringing books home and need to
start their independent reading at
home.
 
Remember parents - reading is the
key to success in any child, so
please ensure that you
encourage  reading as much as
possible!

From Miss Sam 
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Mi s s  Saman tha Cu th b e r t



ATTITUDE IS MORE
IMPORTANT THAN THE

PAST, THAN
EDUCATION, THAN

MONEY, THAN
CIRCUMSTANCES, THAN

WHAT PEOPLE DO OR
SAY. IT IS MORE

IMPORTANT THAN
APPEARANCE,

GIFTEDNESS OR SKILL.

CHARLES R. SWINDOLL:

04Motivation 



YEAR 3
S E P T E M B E R  2 0 1 9
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We are happy to see how children have settled
into their new classes; mingling and making new
friends. Year 3 children know that every day is a
new chance to learn a new skill or make a new
friend. Our children will always be able to
overcome the challenges, as they know we are
always supporting them. We encourage our
children to accept responsibility for their actions
and thoughts. They now know that they are part of
our school community and that they have an
important role to play. This is an outcome of their
IPC Unit - Living Together, which tackles how every
member in the community has a role to fulfill and
that we are all different, but we can accept these
differences. As the year goes on our children will
learn how to be more independent and
responsible and we are confident that you, our
parents, will support them to achieve this goal.
 
We aim to make their learning experience more
engaging and enjoyable, by applying different
strategies for teaching and learning, using
different resources and going out on field trips.
We encourage reading daily to enhance their
language skills and we depend on our parents to
support their reading at home.

Message from The Year 3
Team

Year 3 has started the year with an excellent
learning opportunity, where children have the
chance to link their learning in IPC with English
too. The unit, ‘Living Together,’ allows the
children to begin the year by sharing who they
are and getting to know the other children in
their class, as well as their teacher. This then
moves on to finding out more about the bigger
community outside school, followed by the wider
community - our world.
 
In English we are focusing on ‘Real Life Stories’ as
well as reading the book ‘The Owl Who Is Afraid
of the Dark.’ Plop the baby owl makes new
friends everyday and they help him overcome his
fear. Our reading will be linked to Friendship
Week as well, where children will explore the
value of friendship and appreciate having
friends, with more fun activities to accompany
that.

Year 3 motto
 

I can, I will, I Do!
 

I can … be successful
today!

 
I will … overcome the

challenges I face
today!

 
I do … accept

responsibility of
myself today!

Ahmed was asked to
do reading
homework and he
presented a whole
poster about what he
had read!

Y3C came to Miss
Sam's office to do
their work.  Learning
about our school
community.

Working as a Year 3
community to solve
problems and
challenges!



YEAR 4
S E P T E M B E R  2 0 1 9
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Exciting times in Year 4!
WOW! What a great start to the new academic year!   It
is lovely to see so many smiling faces. The children are
back and into the swing of things now, but we are just
having a good check in on behaviour, uniform and
school readiness. We truly are seeking excellence all of
the time; please help us by ensuring your child has all
they need each day for school and is working hard to
be the best they can be! 
 
The term is moving quickly and our classrooms are
busy places with students plus teachers working hard
to achieve quality outcomes across the curriculum
This half-term, Year 4 have been learning about the
wonders of 'Living Together' in our new IPC curriculum
unit. The children have been studying and exploring
what is meant by 'Living Together', how we reflect
ourselves into our immediate environment and the
world around us! Investigating differences and
appreciating diversity and showing respect!
Understanding unity and community.
 
Accelerated Reader this year will be continuing and as
always our focus is on reading. Reading ensures that
children learn new vocabulary, explore situations and
contexts that are different from what they are used to
and has a direct impact on their learning across all
subjects.

Message from The Year 4 
Team!

The children have been enjoying reading
Historical Fiction (learning not just about the
past) but how stories using real life events
can provide and create vivid imagination.
The children are learning to know the
difference between fiction and historical
facts within the narrative. The books have
inspired some creative writing plus the
discussions have been lively and children
are beginning to use their oratory skills with
their peers to discuss the different texts. All
of our writing tasks will focus on developing
spelling, grammar and handwriting.
 
This term, we will focus on embedding basic
number skills including place value and the
four operations of addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division. We will use these
operations to solve one and two step
problems.
 
Children will continue to develop their recall
of multiplication facts. By the end of Year 4
children should be able to recall
multiplication facts up to 12x12.
 

REMINDERS:
 

 · PE is on Thursdays.
 · Homework is given out on

Wednesdays (returned
by following Monday please).

 · Home readers can be
changed at any point

during the week. 
·

Please ensure all uniform and
P.E kits are labelled clearly

with your child’s
name. 

·
Healthy snacks only for break.

Avoid crisps, cakes and
chocolates!

When trying to find out
about our school
community - who better
to ask than the man who
created it?
Mr Colin came to explain
how El Alsson all began.



YEAR 5
S E P T E M B E R  2 0 1 9
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These are some of the reflective comments made
by Year 5 after our first IPC ‘Entry Point’ exercise
when children were tasked with creating a travel
information product for a city in a set period of
time. We made full use of our school resources for
research purposes by spending time in the library
and the ICT suite.  As teachers, it was fabulous to
see how much the children were enjoying
themselves, as well as a relief to observe how
involved in the task they were - in some cases,
they would have been quite happy to carry on all
week with it!
 
IPC is a programme with enormous potential and
we hope that the initial enthusiasm generated last
week continues to lead to lots of exciting
collaborative and creative learning opportunities.

Message from The Year 5
Team

To support our work as it unfolds in the IPC, we
have been and will continue to consolidate our
number skills in maths with a particular focus on
the formal written methods. In order to fully
integrate our learning, the children’s skills must
be fluent enough to enable them to apply their
knowledge to problem solving in everyday
scenarios.
 
In English, our first module is fiction and we will
shortly tackle the writing of our own stories. Our
class novel, Shadow by Michael Morpurgo, is
already giving us a lot to talk and think about. 
 On the subject of reading, the home readers
should be ready for borrowing very soon. In the
meantime, please encourage the children to read
at home and continue with the quizzes on
Accelerated Reader.
 
We have been back at school for nearly a month
and so far everyone has risen to the demands of
embedding new routines and what it means to
be in Year 5. Let’s keep it up!

‘I really enjoyed it!’
 

‘It was interesting and
different.’

 
‘I liked that we were

put into groups and we
all took part.’

 
‘It was a challenge to

work in the time.’
 

‘I thought our posters
were great!’



YEAR 6
S E P T E M B E R  2 0 1 9
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Year 6 children have had such a great start to this
new academic year. They’ve all settled well into
their new classrooms and it didn’t take them long
to get on board with the daily routines. We are so
proud of the way they are behaving around school
and have every faith that they’ll represent
themselves well and rise up to the challenges set
for them this year!
 
Our classrooms this half term have been buzzing
with busy children exploring our first IPC unit “The
Holiday Show” where the children have been
studying and looking at different countries to
create a traveller’s guide. They’ve enjoyed using
and extending their mapping skills as well as
researching and presenting using various
methods! This tied in well with our first non-fiction
unit in English - explanation texts.
 
To support our learning in IPC we’ve consolidated
number skills in maths focusing on place value,
addition and subtraction of large numbers. 

Message from The Year 6
Team

We are pushing for daily reading at home for
Year 6, and they have been reminded to use
Accelerated Reader at home for quizzes once
they finish the book they’re reading.
 
 
We’re off to a great start in Year

6 and aiming to keep it up!
 
 

Did you know?



Benjamin Franklin

Tell me and I forget.

Teach me and I

remember. Involve me

and I learn.

YEAR 3 - What will we be 
              learning about next?

S E P T E M B E R  2 0 1 9

After a great start to introducing the

topic, Year 3 will continue to explore the

theme of Real Life stories. Learners will

read and discuss a variety of real life

stories, first enjoying the texts as readers,

then reading as writers and analysing

features of the text. Then they will plan

and write a story based on one of the

texts they have read and analysed. Some

key objectives that the children will

unravel include:

 

In Maths, children have begun to make

important connections between their

prior and current learning; refreshing

their numeracy skills and practising the

fundamentals of maths. This will be

implemented further over the coming

months to ensure that the application of

past knowledge into new situations is

nurtured and galvanised by learning new

concepts. Children will continue to

approach a variety of different learning

goals, focusing on the core principles of

number and developing their problem

solving skills. The areas of maths that we

will be encountering over the next month

are:

After an exciting and engaging Entry Point,

the children will continue to challenge

themselves to understand their theme of

Living Together. As mentioned in our last

newsletter; the theme explores the idea of

belonging to different communities. Over

the next month, children will acquire

knowledge skills and understanding of the

importance of becoming valuable

contributors to the environment they belong

to. Some key objectives the children will be

finding out about are:
Recognise the impact of a good

choice of words in a text and

explore alternative verbs,

particularly with dialogue.

Use observations in reading as

the model for writing dialogue.

Recognise the importance of an

accurate choice of vocabulary

and develop lists of synonyms for

common words.

Understand why writers use

paragraphs.

Recognise that progression in

paragraphs can be linked to the

story structure.

Write a short description of a

setting using as many senses as

possible.

 ENGLISH
Can the children learn the skills of

explanantion and persuasion ?

Number & Place Value 

Measures 

Properties of shapes

MATHS
Can the children lremember the

basic concepts needed to build on ?

 IPC
Can the children apply different skills

to their IPC knowledge ?

How our school meets the needs of

the community

About the buildings and services in

our local area

About communities in a different

country

How to identify the places and areas

of interest in our local area

About the history of our school and its

community

About someone who has been

significant to the local community

About a historical event that has had

an impact on a community

About the different groups, that make

up our community

Why rules are important for different

groups

About different community

celebrations around the world

In ICT & Computing we’ll be finding out:

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Can the children search sensibly for

information?

How to use search engines, collaborative

software and infographics to research and

report on online digital communities

How to program their own animation about

the ‘netiquette’ needed for online digital

communities

We will also be discovering how computers work

and how to apply our knowledge of using a

computer into practical situations.09



Confucius

YEAR 4 - What will we be 
              learning about next?
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You cannot open a

book without learning

something.

The children are engaging with their

theme of Historical Fiction. Learners will

read and discuss a variety of historical

stories, first enjoying the texts as readers,

then reading as writers and analysing

features of the text. Then they will plan

and write a story based on one of the

texts they have read and analysed.Some

key learning goals are:

 

The children have been making some

good progress, demonstrating their

knowledge, skills and understanding in

number-based contexts. They have been

utilising their prior knowledge to enhance

their problem solving skills and will

continue to engage with challenging

content to ensure that they are applying

their knowledge to new situations.

Children will continue to be exposed to

aspects of the following topics:

After an exciting and engaging Entry Point,

the children will continue to challenge

themselves to understand their theme of

Living Together. As mentioned in our last

newsletter; the theme explores the idea of

Belonging to different communities. Over

the next month, children will acquire

knowledge skills and understanding of the

importance of becoming valuable

contributors to the environment they belong

to. Some key objectives the children will be

finding out about are:

Read and enjoy historical fiction.

Understand how the historical

setting and mood are created,

and recognise how much we

need implicit knowledge to read

historical fiction.

Understand how the characters

are created in historical fiction

Understand how the story is

structured.

Plan a historical story.

Write a historical story from a

plan.

Redraft the story, improving the

selection of vocabulary and

checking spelling and

punctuation.

 ENGLISH
Can the children learn the skills of

explanantion and persuasion ?

Number & Place Value 

Addition & Subtraction

Measures (Length & Perimeter) 

Division & Multiplication

MATHS
Can the children lremember the

basic concepts needed to build on ?

At this point, children should be well

versed or practising their understanding of

the times tables. Please encourage this at

home.

 IPC
Can the children apply different skills

to their IPC knowledge ?

How our school meets the needs of

the community

About the buildings and services in

our local area

About communities in a different

country

How to identify the places and areas

of interest in our local area

About the history of our school and its

community

About someone who has been

significant to the local community

About a historical event that has had

an impact on a community

About the different groups, that make

up our community

Why rules are important for different

groups

About different community

celebrations around the world

In Year 4, we will be continuing to apply our

knowledge and understanding of how computers

work by creating presentations that tie in with the

IPC topic. Children will be using a variety of

presentation software to demonstrate their

understanding of community. Last week, Mr Colin

came to speak with the children to help inform

them of the history of El Alsson. This provided the

key information that we will then add to our

presentations.  We will also be commencing our

sessions on e-safety and how to perform searches

accurately.

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Can the children present the

knowledge they have learnt?

10



Bram Stoker

We learn from failure,

not from success!

YEAR 5 - What will we be 
              learning about next?

S E P T E M B E R  2 0 1 9

The children have been engaging with

their topic of Stories by Significant

Children’s Authors and focusing on the

works of Michael Morpurgo; most notably

Shadow. Children will be reading and

analysing stories by other significant

children’s writers then planning and

writing a story.  Children will read and

discuss a variety of stories, first enjoying

the texts as readers, then reading as

writers and analysing features of the text.

Then they will plan and write a story

based on one of the texts they have read

and analysed. Some key learning goals,

over the coming weeks are:

 

There has been some excellent

application of number and, over the next

month, we will continue our critical

approach to key aspects of mathematics.

In Year 5 children will be extending their

problem solving skills and applying their

existing knowledge to help with their

reasoning. Children will be meeting

learning goals across the following

topics:

Children have been finding out about our

responsibilities as tourists, and the impact

that our choice of holiday and travel

destination can have on the human and

physical environment. They made a great

start to the theme with their Entry Point and

now will continue to look at their impact as

tourists through the following learning

goals:

Consider how the addition of a

new character would change a

story.

Plan to retell a story with a

different or new character.

Write a story from a

plan.Proofread, edit and redraft

the story, 

improving the selection of

vocabulary and checking

spelling and punctuation.

 ENGLISH
Can the children learn the skills of

explanantion and persuasion ?

Number & Place Value 

Addition & Subtraction

Measures (Length) 

Division & Multiplication

Area & Perimeter

MATHS
Can the children lremember the

basic concepts needed to build on ?

By this point, children will be commencing

investigative work to ensure they

demonstrate their skills and

understanding.  Children should, by now,

be well versed and regularly practising

Mental Arithmetic and their knowledge of

times tables.

 IPC
Can the children apply different skills

to their IPC knowledge ?

About a tourist attraction in our local

area

About the role of our local Tourist

Information Centre

How maps can give us tourist

information

About tourism and its impact on

regions, countries and cultures

How we can create an eco-friendly,

sustainable holiday resort

How to create a history tour of our

local area/host country

How to evaluate materials used to

market holidays

How to create our own marketing

materials to sell a holiday

About music from different countries

around the world

What makes a good global traveller

How to create a welcome pack for our

school/local area

In ICT & Computing we’ll be finding out:

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Can the children use their knowledge

to find their way?

How to plan a holiday route around the world

using QR codes to identify different locations

How to create their own translation app for a

world traveller to use on their mobile phone11



Roy T. Bennett

YEAR 6 - What will we be 
              learning about next?

S E P T E M B E R  2 0 1 9

To learn something

new, you need to try

new things and not be

afraid to be wrong.

12

There has been some great learning in

English. Children have been focusing on

the topic of Explanations and Persuasion

whereby the children have been reading

and analysing explanations and

persuasive texts. Over the next month,

children will read and discuss a variety of

explanations and persuasive texts, first

enjoying the texts as readers, then

reading as writers and analysing features

of the text. Then they will plan and write

an explanation and persuasive text based

on ones they have read and analysed.

The main focus will be on the following

learning goals: 

 

Year 6 is a time to consolidate the

childrens’ existing knowledge, skills and

understanding of mathematical concepts.

Children should start to begin to extend

their capabilities in problem solving and

reasoning coupled with a critical approach

to exploring maths in a functional context.

Over the next month, children will be

engaging in a variety of learning goals and

practising key concepts that will enable

them to enhance their knowledge. Over the

month, children will be approaching the

following topics: 

Year 6 children have been finding out about

our responsibilities as tourists, and the

impact that our choice of holiday and travel

destination can have on the human and

physical environment.They made a great

start to the theme with their Entry Point and

now will continue to look at their impact as

tourists through the following learning

goals: 

Explore the language of

persuasive texts.

Explore the connectives used in

persuasive texts.

Develop and organise ideas,

express an opinion, consider

alternative opinions, and deal

politely with opposing points of

view.

Plan and write an explanation.

Plan and write a persuasive text.

 

 ENGLISH
Can the children learn the skills of

explanantion and persuasion ?

Number/Place Value 

Addition/Subtraction

Multiplication/Division

Fractions

Position & Direction

MATHS
Can the children lremember the

basic concepts needed to build on ?

Children’s knowledge of the times tables

should, by now, be cemented and we would

encourage them to keep practising and

committing these facts to memory..

 IPC
Can the children apply different skills

to their IPC knowledge ?

About a tourist attraction in our local

area

About the role of our local Tourist

Information Centre

How maps can give us tourist

information

About tourism and its impact on

regions, countries and cultures

How we can create an eco-friendly,

sustainable holiday resort

How to create a history tour of our

local area/host country

How to evaluate materials used to

market holidays

How to create our own marketing

materials to sell a holiday

About music from different countries

around the world

What makes a good global traveller

How to create a welcome pack for our

school/local area

In ICT & Computing we’ll be finding out:

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Can the children use their knowledge

to find their way?

How to plan a holiday route around the world

using QR codes to identify different locations

How to create their own translation app for a

world traveller to use on their mobile phone



THANK YOU
FROM US !

General Enquiries

Ms Sarah ElItribi has the answers to most
general information.  She is kept up-to-date
on anything happening in Key Stage 2 and
will usually have the answer!  If she doesn't
she will quickly find out - efficiently providing
you with the answers you need.
 
 

Email addresses
Please click on the El Alsson logo 
to access the school website where
you will find all of the email
addresses for each teacher,
including Specialist and Arabic.

We would like to take this opportunity
to thank the parents for following the
routines, as set out in the parent
orientations, for the improvement in
communication lines between us and
you.
 
Parents are now informing us of
absence through Miss Sarah, any
changes are being prepared for early
and the lines of communication are
working well!
 
This is greatly improving the
communication and is resulting in a
smoother day for all of us here in Key
Stage 2 - so thank you for this - we really
appreciate it.
 
Hopefully, this will continue throughout
the year and will result in a stronger
relationship between school and
parents.

HELP ! LET'S COMMUNICATE

www.alsson.com

Miss Sarah
 seletribi@alsson.com
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She is also the person to contact should your child be off sick,
for any general inquiries  or anything related  to bus or car
routines and organisation.

Parent Emails

We have received a number of emails from parents thanking the
teachers for their hard work!  We would like to thank our parents for
taking the time to send these emails. We know that our teachers work
hard, but when it can be seen and recognised through the children at
home, it is nice to hear from you.  We really appreciate these kind acts
of communication !

I just wanted to thank you very much for
your effort !! Ahmed comes home
everyday insisting on working on his
research and today his spelling :)  And
being very diligent! This is all thanks to
you!

I would like to thank you, Ms
May and Mr Mohamed for
the great start of the year
for Laila.
 
Thank you and Mrs Amin for
all what you have done for
Laila and continue to do for
her until today.

https://www.alsson.com/
https://www.alsson.com/
https://www.alsson.com/british/british-school-contacts


DEVELOP A
PASSION FOR
LEARNING. IF
YOU DO, YOU
WILL NEVER

CEASE TO
GROW.

ANTHONY J. D'ANGELO:

14Motivation 



MESSAGE FROM THE 
LIBRARIANS

We expect all students to respect the Library, and its contents, as
a shared facility so that it can be enjoyed by everyone. However,
badly damaged books need to be replaced. Many are not always
easily found here in Egypt. We also understand that accidents do
happen and if something happens to a book at home we would
appreciate some communication from parents so we can
determine where the responsibility lies.
 

BRITISH LIBRARY! UPDATE

15

Ms Helena Trevor  
Ms Hala Aziz 
Ms Mary Boshra 
Ms Mona Ibrahim 

Head Librarian  
Secondary Librarian
Primary Librarian
Library Assistant

Friendship Week

Ms Helena is
sharing a story
about some
students who
befriend a new boy
in their class. They
discover he is a
refugee from a war-
torn country and
they do their best
to make him feel
comfortable and
welcome.

REMINDER !
Students, both Junior and Senior, who have
outstanding books from the Library will not be
able to borrow any more until these books
have either been returned or paid for.
 
Overdue notices, with the cost included, were
given to students several weeks before the
end of last academic year. If these have been
mislaid a new one can be issued by the
Library.

International Primary Curriculum

Year 5 classes came to
the Library to research,
using books and laptops,
for their entry point in
IPC. 
They were looking for
information about the
weather, population, and
places to visit in various
cities around the world.
 
 

Independent skills
We have several new signs in the
Library to help students to
become independent when
searching for books.
The next step will be to train all
students in using the Library
automated system “Oliver” on
the new laptops!!

Students in the Primary School are expected to have a
Library Folder, labelled with their name,  for the protection
of books when moving to and from the Library, when
books are in school bags, and when the books are at
home.
It is the students’ responsibility to make sure they have
their folders at school on their library day but a reminder
from home always helps!
 



TO A KEY STAGE 2 NEAR YOU !
COMING SOON ...

Set a reminder for 
the key dates for KS2!

06th

17th

27th

 

 

Armed Forces Day

School closed for children

October Half Term

 

OCTOBER
                    2019

16

Click on the calendar to go to the
live updated El Alsson calendar

IPC Training for staff

 

https://www.alsson.com/calendar/


TO A KEY STAGE 2 NEAR YOU !
COMING SOON ...

Set a reminder for 
the key dates for KS2!

10th

11th

28th

 

Holiday - Prophet's Birthday

Parents' Day

Holiday - Thanksgiving 

NOVEMBER 
                    2019

17

Click on the calendar to go to the
live updated El Alsson calendar

https://www.alsson.com/calendar/


EDUCATION IS
THE PASSPORT
TO THE FUTURE,

FOR
TOMORROW
BELONGS TO
THOSE WHO

PREPARE FOR IT
TODAY.

MALCOLM X:

18Motivation 



With all the children being shuffled ... now is a perfect time to start
cementing the new classes and exploring new friendships.
 
Many of the children have settled well and are now becoming more
used to working out of their comfort zones and realising that this is
where we will make our greatest progress.
 
Keep up the good work Key Stage 2!

19

FRIENDSHIP WEEK!
SNAPSHOT INTO ...

MAKING FRIENDS AND BUILDING
TEAMS!



This week saw the first parent workshop
delivered by Miss Sam for all parents, British and
American from Year 2/Grade 3 to Year 6/Grade 5.
 
The parents engaged in activities and discussions
relating  to the latest trends, crazes and
information relating to technology and young
people.
 
This was an opportunity to understand the
younger generation and to share ideas and
concerns that we as parents and educators face
in this world of modern technology.
 
The workshop was very well received and we now
have more ideas for future workshops.
 
Working together to support the
younger generation!
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PARENT WORKSHOP!
SNAPSHOT INTO ...

TECHNOLOGY AND YOUNG 
PEOPLE!

It was a real pleasure to
attend such a very useful
and informative session,
really thankful for your
efforts.

I would like to thank you very
much for the workshop held
yesterday. It is great to see El
Alsson holding such events.
 
Many  thanks for  your
initiatives for keeping the
children safe.
 



MINGLING WITH 
THE STARS !

Mena Massoud was
born in Egypt to Coptic
parents but was raised

in Canada. 
 

He stars in the film
alongside British-

Indian actress Naomi
Scott (Princess

Jasmine), Will Smith
(Genie), and Dutch-

Tunisian actor Marwan
Kenzari (Jafar).

Our very own
Mariam Adel in
Year 4D had a

fantastic surprise
from her mum -
a trip to mum's
work ended in

Mariam hanging
out with -
ALADDIN!
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